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ABSTRACT
A nonequilibrium migration model is proposed and applied to genetic data from humans. The model

assumes symmetric migration among all possible pairs of demes and that the number of demes is large.
With these assumptions it is straightforward to allow for changes in demography, and here a single abrupt
change is considered. Under the model this change is identical to a change in the ancestral effective
population size and might be caused by changes in deme size, in the number of demes, or in the migration
rate. Expressions for the expected numbers of sites segregating at particular frequencies in a multideme
sample are derived. A maximum-likelihood analysis of independent polymorphic restriction sites in humans
reveals a decrease in effective size. This is consistent with a change in the rates of migration among human
subpopulations from ancient low levels to present high ones.

THE early reports of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) considered here is of the latter type. Wakeley (1998)
haplotype diversity among humans indicated a re- studied the ancestral genealogical process for samples

cent large increase in population size starting from a from a D-deme version of the finite island model, in
small number of founders (Cann et al. 1987; Vigilant which the number of demes is assumed to be large. In
et al. 1991). This pattern, which is marked by an increase the finite island model (Maruyama 1970; Latter 1973),
in rare variants, has not subsequently been observed for all demes exchange migrants regardless of their geo-
nuclear loci. Instead, nuclear loci show an excess of graphic location. The single-generation probability of
polymorphic sites segregating at intermediate frequen- migration is assumed to be the same between each pair
cies (Hey 1997). This is illustrated by Tajima’s (1989) of demes. Specifically, m is the probability that a gene
statistic, D, which is positive, although not significantly came from one of the other D 2 1 demes to its present
so, for four extensive nuclear DNA sequence data sets one in the previous generation. This model is realistic
(Harding et al. 1997; Clark et al. 1998; Zietkiewicz for species in which individuals choose either to stay
et al. 1998; Harris and Hey 1999). In addition, single put or to move to a location picked uniformly from the
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) data do not show evi- entire species range. In certain situations, it may also
dence of population growth (Nielsen 2000). Here, I apply when individuals choose either to migrate a great
consider a subdivided population model, which allows distance or not at all.
for a single change in the effective size of the popula- When the number of demes is large, the genealogical
tion, and apply the results to restriction fragment length history of a sample taken from such a population can
polymorphism (RFLP) data from a worldwide sample be divided into two parts, which I will call the scattering
of humans (Bowcock et al. 1987; Matullo et al. 1994; phase and the collecting phase; see Figure 1. The scatter-
Poloni et al. 1995). The data provide strong evidence ing phase is the very recent history of the sample, during
for a change in demography: a decrease in effective size. which coalescent and migration events bring it rapidly
This is most likely due to a shift from a more ancient to the start of the second, and much longer, collecting
subdivided population to one with less structure today. phase of the history. The collecting phase begins when

Numerous models of subdivision with migration have
each ancestral lineage is in a separate deme and is char-

been proposed to explain patterns of genetic variation
acterized by migration events that move lineages fromamong local populations. The most important distinc-
deme to deme, the great majority of which are unoccu-tion among these is that some models, such as Kimura
pied. Eventually, a migration event will place a pair ofand Weiss’ (1964) stepping-stone model, generate isola-
lineages into the same deme, at which time they cantion by distance (Wright 1943), whereas others, such
coalesce. The ability to break the genealogy into theseas Wright’s (1931) island model, do not. The model
two parts, and to consider them separately, depends
only on the number of demes being large. When this
is true, the time spent in the scattering phase can be
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. . . (x 1 r 2 1), and S (i)
j is an unsigned Stirling number

of the first kind. Abramowitz and Stegun (1964) de-
fine Stirling numbers and list many of their properties.
The notation |s(i, j)| was used instead of S (i)

j in Wakeley
(1998). Slatkin’s (1989) Equation 2 for the probability
that n alleles are descended from nonimmigrants is a
special case of Equation 1 above. (Note that there is a
typographical error in Slatkin’s equation; there should
be a 2Nm in the numerator.)

Thus, the distribution of the number of ancestral
lineages of each deme’s sample at the start of the collect-
ing phase is the same as the distribution of the number
of alleles in the Ewens sampling formula (Ewens 1972;
Karlin and McGregor 1972) but with mutation re-
placed by migration. There is one major difference: the
n9i items at the start of the collecting phase represent
exactly that number of ancestral lineages, whereas the

Figure 1.—A hypothetical genealogy of a sample from d 5 alleles counted by the Ewens sampling formula do not.
3 demes under the model. In this case there was just one Let n9 5 (n91, n92, . . . , n9d) and n9 5 od

i51 n9i . Becausemigration event during the scattering phase, and this was in
events in different demes are independent, the jointthe sample from deme 2. Thus n91 5 1, n92 5 2, n93 5 1, and
distribution of all the n9i is given byn9 5 d 1 1 5 4.

P[n9|n] 5 p
d

i51

P[n9i |ni]. (2)

scales has been found in the study of genealogies under
partial selfing (Nordborg and Donnelly 1997). The collecting phase of the history then begins with n9

Consider first the equilibrium version of this island (d # n9 # n) lineages, and each of these is in a separate
model. We assume that each of D demes is of constant deme. Equation 2 above follows from Equation 36 in
diploid size N, but any results will also apply to haploids Wakeley (1998).
if N is placed by N/2. This model is characterized by The genealogical history of these n9 ancestral lineages
two parameters: u 5 4NDu, in which u is the neutral during the collecting phase is a coalescent (Kingman
mutation rate, and M 5 2NDm/(D 2 1). When D is 1982a, b) when time is measured in units of twice the
large, M becomes simply 2Nm. A sample of n items, taken effective population size
from d different demes, which are arbitrarily labeled 1
through d, is denoted n 5 (n1, n2, . . . , nd), where ni is Ne 5 ND 31 1

1
2M4 (3)

the sample size from the ith deme. Of course n 5

od
i51 ni. This notation for the sample differs from that (see appendix a). Nei and Takahata (1993) give a

used in Wakeley (1998). We assume that u is finite similar formula for the special case of two sampled se-
even though D and N are large. Thus, we have D @ n quences under the finite island model, which they noted
in addition to the usual coalescent condition, N @ n. was implicit in earlier work, and which quickly converges
Simulations show that D does not have to be terribly big on Equation 3 as the number of demes increases. Thus,
for the infinite-demes approximation to hold (Wakeley the duration of the collecting phase is at least of order
1998). ND generations, whereas the duration of the scattering

The scattering phase of the genealogy takes the single- phase is of order N generations. This is why the time
deme sample, ni, through a series of migration and of the scattering phase can be ignored when D is large.
coalescent events to a new configuration where each Because the collecting phase is a coalescent, it is rela-
remaining lineage is in a separate deme. The number tively simple to allow for changes in effective population
of these recent ancestral lineages, n9i (1 # n9i # ni), size. Here I consider the possibility of a single abrupt
depends on the sample size and the migration rate. It change in demography at generation t in the past. Thus,
is important to note that each of these n9j lineages is in the collecting phase itself is divided into two parts. Be-
a separate deme at the end of the scattering phase. The fore time t, the population is assumed to have been of
distribution of n9i is given by effective size NeA 5 NADA[1 1 1/(2MA)], which can be

compared to Equation 3. Thus, the change in demogra-
phy might have been caused by a change in deme size,P[n9i |ni] 5

S (n9i)ni
(2M) n9i

(2M)(ni)

(1)
in the number of demes, or in the migration rate. Part
of the flexibility of the model is that the change might
have been any combination of these. If the ancestral(Wakeley 1998; Equation 32), where x(r) 5 x(x 1 1)
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population was panmictic we have the demographic terson’s infinite sites model. As discussed above, this
expectation will hold for arbitrary rates of recombina-model that Takahata (1995) proposed for human his-
tion. Sawyer and Hartl (1992) showed that with freetory, but without extinction and recolonization.
recombination between sites, zi is Poisson distributedThis nonequilibrium model necessitates two parame-
with parameter E(zi), soters in addition to u and M. The first is the time of the

event, T 5 t/(2ND), measured in units of 2ND genera-
tions. The second is R 5 NeA/(ND), the ratio of the L(M, R, T; i) 5

E(zi)
Ri E(zi)

. (5)
ancestral effective size to the current total population
size. Thus, values of R/[1 1 1/(2M)] greater than one The denominator in Equation 5 is simply equal to the
indicate that the ancestral effective size was larger than expected number of segregating sites in the sample. As
the current effective size. Given an estimate of R and E(zi) is linear in u, the likelihood depends only on the
assuming that ND 5 kNADA, where k is some constant, we demographic parameters, M, R, and T, and not on the
can retrieve M̂A 5 1/[2(kR̂ 2 1)]. This is of considerable mutation parameter, u. Unless an outgroup sequence
interest below in the application of this model to human is available, it is impossible to distinguish the mutant
history. Further, given estimates of both R and M and from the ancestral base. Thus, except for the special
assuming MA 5 kM, we could estimate (NADA)/(ND) as case of ij 5 nj/2 for all j, the likelihood of a particular
R̂/[1 1 1/(2kM̂)], which in conjunction with û could site pattern is L(M, R, T; i) 1 L(M, R, T; ic), where ic 5
be used to estimate uA. (n1 2 i1, n2 2 i2, . . . , nd 2 id). With this modification,

Neutral mutations are modeled as a Poisson process Equation 5 is suitable for the analysis of SNP and RFLP
along the branches of the genealogy (Hudson 1983, data. If different sites can be assumed to be independent
1990). When a mutation happens it is assumed to occur of each other, as they can for the human RFLP data
at a previously unmutated site. This assumption is shared analyzed below, the likelihood of the entire data is the
by Watterson’s (1975) infinite sites model without re- product of the likelihoods for individual sites.
combination and Kimura’s (1969) model, which as-
sumes free recombination between sites. We apply these
models to genetic data when the mutation rate per site THEORY
is so small that multiple changes at any one site are

The approach taken to deriving E(zi) is to conditionunlikely. Watterson (1975) and others have studied
on the numbers of lineages and the mutant counts atthe distribution of segregating sites under the neutral
the start of the collecting phase and at the time of theinfinite sites model, and Sawyer and Hartl (1992)
abrupt change in demography. Thus, we havehave done so for both selection and neutrality under

Kimura’s (1969) model. Under neutrality, both models
E(zi) 5 o

n1

n9151
o
n2

n9251

. . . o
nd

n9d51

P[n9|n]make the same prediction about the expected number
of segregating sites in a sample, either taken as a whole
or broken into categories by frequency (Hudson 1983; 3 o

min(n921,i)

i95max(1,i2n1n9)

Pr[i|i9, n9]En9(zi9), (6)
Tajima 1989; Sawyer and Hartl 1992; Fu and Li
1993). In other words, expectations derived under par-

in which P[n9|n] is given by Equation 2, and where
ticular assumptions about the recombination rate are

max(i, j) and min(i, j) refer to the larger and smaller
valid for all rates of recombination. Here, I assume

of i and j, respectively. The conditioning on the number
Watterson’s (1975) model. The effect of linkage and of lineages and mutant counts at the time of the abrupt
recombination is on the variances, and these are largest change in demography is imbedded in En9(zi9)—see be-
under when the recombination rate is lower. low—which is the expected number of sites where the

Under these mutations-at-unique-sites models, each mutant is in i9 copies in the collecting-phase sample,
segregating site will divide the sample into two groups: n9. This is multiplied by Pr[i|i9, n9], the probability that
one that has inherited the mutant base and one that such a site will appear in counts (i1, i2, . . . , id) in the
still shows the ancestral base. Let i 5 (i1, i2, . . . , id) be original sample (n1, n2, . . . , nd), and the result is averaged
the counts of mutant bases at a single polymorphic site over all possible collecting-phase samples and mutant
in the sample n 5 (n1, n2, . . . , nd). Further, let zi be counts.
the number of sites in the sample that show the pattern Consider the genealogy of the n9 lineages during the
i 5 (i1, i2, . . . , id). In this article, I calculate collecting phase of the history. Because this is a coales-

cent, the demographic change in the model is identicalL(M, R, T; i) 5 Pr(i|site is variable; M, R, T), (4)
to a single, instantaneous change in effective population

the likelihood of a particular mutant site pattern given size from NeA 5 NADA[1 1 1/(2MA)] to Ne of Equation
that a site is polymorphic. I do this by first deriving E(zi), 3. Wakeley and Hey (1997) found expressions for the
the expected number of sites that show the pattern i 5 expected site frequencies under this size-change model

by summing the numbers expected to have occurred(i1, i2, . . . , id), for a sample of sequences under Wat-
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before and after the change. Their Equation 20 is . . . , n9d) is given by the multivariate hypergeometric
distribution,adapted to the present situation by replacing their u1

with u[1 1 1/(2M)], and their uA with uR, and by rescal-
ing time according to Equation 3. This gives

Pr[i9|i9, n9] 5

Pd
j51 1n9j

i9j
2

1n9

i9 2
, (11)

En9(zi9) 5 u11 1
1

2M2
in which i9 5 Rd

j51 i9j and n9 5 Rd
j51 n9j . This is a straightfor-3





1
i9

1 3 R
1 1 1/2M

2 14
ward extension of Wakeley and Hey’s (1997) Equation
23. Note that 0 # i9j # n9j ; the ancestral samples of some

3 o
n9

n″52

gn9n″(tm) o
min(n″21,i9)

i″5max(1,i92n91n″)

Pc(i9|i″, n″)
1
i″




. demes may not be polymorphic.

Next, consider how mutants with counts (i91, . . . , i9d)(7) in the collecting phase sample, (n91, . . . , n9d), become
ones with counts (i1, . . . , id) in the original sample, (n1,The function gn9n″(tm) is the probability that there are
. . . , nd). As the scattering phase occurs independentlyn″ ancestral lineages, of the n9 that began the collecting
for each deme—e.g., see Equation 2—this probability,phase, still present at time tm 5 T/[1 1 1/2M], mea-
which is called Ps(ij|i9j , n9j ), is calculated separately forsured in units of twice the effective size (Equation 3).
each deme and the results multiplied together. appen-This is given by Equations 6.1 and 6.2 in Tavaré (1984),
dix b shows that

gij(t) 5 o
i

k5j

e2k(k21)t/2(2k 2 1)(2i)k2jj(k21)i[k]

j!(k 2 j)!i(k)

, 2 # j # i

(8) Ps(ij|i9j , n9j ) 5
1nj

ij
2S (i9

j
)

ij
S

(n9
j
2i9

j
)

nj2ij

1n9j
i9j

2S (n9
j
)

nj

. (12)

gi1(t) 5 1 2 o
i

k52

e2k(k21)t/2(2k 2 1)(2i)ki[k]

i(k)

, (9)

The subscript in Ps(ij|i9j , n9j ) stands for scattering and
serves to distinguish this probability from Pc(i9|i″, n″)in which i(k) 5 i(i 1 1) . . . (i 1 k 2 1) and i[k] 5 i(i 2
of Equation 10 above.1) . . . (i 2 k 1 1). An alternative form of Equations 8

Thus, we have the probability that a mutant in i9and 9 was derived by Takahata and Nei (1985). When
copies in the collecting phase sample is distributed asthe migration rate is small, tm is small, which means
(i1, . . . , id) in the starting sample, (n1, . . . , nd),that the change in demography appears more recent,

and when the migration rate is high, tm approaches T.
Pr[i|i9,n9] 5 o

i9
Pr[i9|i9, n9]p

d

j51

Ps(ij|i9j , n9j ), (13)Pc(i9|i″, n″) in Equation 7 is given by expression 18
in Wakeley and Hey (1997), or equivalently by

where the sum is taken over all patterns, i9, such that
i9 5 Rd

j51 i9j and max(0, ij 2 nj 1 n9j ) # i9j # min(ij,n9j )
for all j. The sum of Equation 13 over all i is equal toPc(i9|i″, n″) 5

1n9 2 i9 2 1
n″ 2 i″ 2 12 1i9 2 1

i″ 2 12
1n9 2 1
n″ 2 12

(10)
one. We are now able to compute, using Equation 6,
the expected number of sites that show the mutant
pattern i 5 (i1, i2, . . . , id). Finally, the likelihood of a

(Slatkin 1996). This is the probability that a mutant particular mutant pattern at a single site is given by
in i″ copies among n″ lineages (at time T) grows to i9 Equation 5, from which u drops out. Again, when we
copies, where i″ # i9 # i″ 1 (n9 2 n″), among the n9 cannot distinguish the mutant from the ancestral state,
lineages at the start of the collecting phase. The sub- the likelihood is just the sum of the likelihoods of the
script in Pc(i9|i″, n″) stands for coalescent, and is neces- mutant pattern, i, and its complement, ic 5 n 2 i.
sary to distinguish it from a related probability derived Equation 6 becomes computationally prohibitive as
below. the sample size per deme and the number of demes

Equation 7 applies to the unobserved ancestral sam- sampled increase. A great deal of time is saved by noting
ple at the start of the collecting phase. This is related that the denominator of Equation 5 is equivalent to the
to the observable sample in Equation 6 by the probabil- expected number of segregating sites in the sample,
ity that a mutant found in i9 copies in the collecting and that is more efficiently computed as
phase sample, n9, will appear in (i1, i2, . . . , id) copies
from each deme in the multideme sample (n1, n2, . . . , E(S) 5 o

n1

n9151
o
n2

n9251
. . . o

nd

n9d51
P[n9|n]En9(S), (14)

nd). This probability, Pr[i|i9, n9], is derived as follows.
First, the distribution of the i9 mutant copies among
the sequences that make up the ancestral sample, (n91, where n9 5 Rd

j51 n9j and
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TABLE 1

The subsampled data

Locus i1 i2 i3 i4 Locus i1 i2 i3 i4

1 3 7 5 2 23 5 1 4 4
2 4 5 2 1 24 7 6 6 4
3 2 0 1 2 25 3 6 5 6
4 0 0 0 1 26 6 7 7 7
5 4 6 7 4 27 3 1 6 3
6 0 3 7 2 28 1 4 4 3
7 3 3 7 7 29 7 7 6 7
8 6 3 3 4 30 3 1 4 6
9 2 0 1 0 31 1 6 2 4

10 1 7 7 5 32 1 4 5 1
11 7 7 3 5 33 6 0 7 4
12 3 2 6 3 34 5 5 7 7
13 7 6 6 7 35 4 7 7 4
14 1 0 1 0 36 7 3 5 5
15 5 4 7 6 37 4 6 7 1
16 6 7 7 6 38 4 3 4 4
17 3 0 7 5 39 3 4 6 6 Figure 2.—A contour plot of the likelihood of the data in
18 6 7 4 3 40 3 7 0 1 Table 1 over a range of R and T, when M 5 1.83 (see text).

Any waviness in the surface results from the fact that the19 7 7 7 6 41 4 7 7 5
likelihood was calculated at a finite number (25 3 25 5 625)20 5 7 7 5 42 3 3 6 6
of points.21 0 0 1 0 43 2 7 3 6

22 7 7 7 4 44 3 2 4 3

For all loci and all demes, nj 5 7. The demes are numbered
described below on subsamples of size nj 5 3 and nj 51, Japan; 2, New Guinea; 3, Senegal; and 4, Italy.
5, and found nearly identical results. The full data sent
to me by Joanna Mountain included two more African
sample locations: Central African Republic and Zaire. I

En9(S) 5 u11 1
1

2M2 excluded these two samples for reasons discussed below.
However, I also analyzed just the three African samples
and the results were identical in overall pattern to what3



 o

n921

i951

1
i9

1 3 R
1 1 1/2M

2 14 is reported here for the four widely separated samples.
The biggest difference was that the estimate of the cur-
rent migration rate was almost five times larger.3 o

n9

n″52

gn9n″(tm) o
n″21

i″51

1
i″




, (15)

For the data in Table 1, the maximum-likelihood esti-
mate of the migration rate was M̂ 5 1.80, with a 95%

which is the sum of expression (7) over all possible confidence interval of (1.22, 2.83). Thus, current levels
mutant counts. of gene flow among human subpopulations appear to

be relatively high. Estimates of M varied only slightly
over the entire range of R and T. For example, the

APPLICATION TO HUMAN RFLP DATA
equilibrium migration model—i.e., setting R equal to
1 1 1/(2M)—gave M̂ 5 1.83. Therefore, to save time,The method was applied to some data derived from

the extensive RFLP surveys of Bowcock et al. (1987), a single value of M 5 1.83 was used to compute the
likelihood surface for R and T shown in Figure 2. IMatullo et al. (1994), and Poloni et al. (1995). These

data overlap with those analyzed by Nielsen et al. confirmed that this had little effect on the results by
separately maximizing the likelihood, over M, at nine(1998). I considered data from four localities, which I

call demes: Japan, New Guinea, Senegal, and Italy. Jo- evenly distributed points on the surface, and comparing
these results with those obtained using M 5 1.83. Figureanna Mountain kindly supplied these data, which con-

sisted of nj 5 20, for j 5 1, 2, 3, 4, at 45 independent 2 is a contour plot of the likelihood of the data in Table
1 over a broad range of both R and T. Each contour inloci. Due to the computational burden of calculating

the likelihood 6, I made a smaller data set of nj 5 7, Figure 2 represents a 2-unit change in log likelihood,
so that the approximate joint 95% confidence regionfor all j, by randomly sampling haplotypes within demes

(without replacement). One locus was lost because it for R and T is enclosed within the first contour.
A number of conclusions can be drawn from thiswas not polymorphic in the subsample. This left 44

independent loci for the analysis, and these data are figure. First, it is clear that small values of R and T
(lower left in Figure 2), which could represent recentshown in Table 1. I also performed all of the analyses
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Figure 3.—The likeli-
hood surfaces (a) for R and
(b) for T when R 5 ∞. Only
values within two log-likeli-
hood units of the maximum
are shown. Thus, a traces
the ridge of the surface
shown in Figure 2, and b
shows a slice of the surface
but for R much greater than
any in Figure 2.

population expansion, are strongly rejected. Next, the interval for R we find that the ancestral migration rate
among human demes, MA, must have been 0.125 orpresent model reduces to an equilibrium model when

R 5 1 1 1/(2M), that is when the effective size was the smaller.
The timing of this change in demography is also diffi-same before and after T. For M 5 1.83, this gives R 5

1.27 for all T, a value that falls between the third and cult to establish precisely. Figure 2 shows that the lower
bound of the 95% confidence interval for T does notthe fourth contours in Figure 2. These contours define

a broad flat area more than 6 log-likelihood units below depend much on R, but that the upper bound is posi-
tively correlated with it. If we were to draw a line alongthe maximum, which occupies much of the graph. Thus,

equilibrium migration (i.e., no change in demography) the ridge of the maximum-likelihood surface in Figure
2, it would run from T 5 0.81 at R 5 10 to T 5 3.42is also strongly rejected. As T either increases or de-

creases for a given finite value of R, the likelihood re- at R 5 106. The more ancient the event was, the more
extreme it has to have been to explain the data. Usingturns to this broad flat area, which is consistent with an

equilibrium model. This makes intuitive sense because the limiting expressions for En9(zi9) and En9(S) gives a
95% confidence interval for T as (0.2, ∞). Figure 3bthe change in demography will have little effect if it is

either extremely recent or extremely ancient. shows that the likelihood increases with increasing T,
but that the surface becomes quite flat above T 5 2.0.As Figure 2 implies, there is no upper bound for R.

The 95% confidence interval for R is (5.0, ∞), and in Translating the confidence interval for T into years re-
quires values for the recent effective size and the genera-fact the likelihood of the data continues to increase as R

grows. As R increases, En9(zi9) and En9(S)—see Equations 7 tion time for humans. Some typical values are Ne 5 104

and g 5 15 yr for the generation time (Takahata et al.and 15—become linear in R as well as u. For instance,
En9(S) converges on 1995; Mountain 1998). Assuming that Ne is given by

Equation 3, that M 5 1.8, and using the lower bound
of 0.2 for T, we estimate that this demographic eventuR o

n9

n″52

gn9n″(tm) o
n″21

i″51

1
i″

(16)
could have occurred as recently as 2NeTg/[1 1
1/(2M)] ≈ 47,000 years ago, but might have been muchas R goes to infinity. Both u and R then drop out of the
more ancient.likelihood. When R is large, our power to say anything

about its exact value diminishes. Using the large-R lim-
iting expressions gives a maximum log-likelihood value

DISCUSSION
of 2309.17535. Figure 3a, which traces the ridge of
maximum likelihood on the surface in Figure 2, shows The subdivided population coalescent model consid-

ered here and in Wakeley (1998) is flexible and easythat the likelihood is within 1% of its maximum value
by the time R reaches 103. Thus, while we cannot reject to analyze. The genealogical history of a sample is char-

acterized by a scattering phase and a collecting phase.huge values of R, we might argue that the evidence for
R being greater than about 103 is not strong. In sum, The scattering phase depends on the current number

of demes, the current deme size, and the current migra-there is clear evidence for at least a fivefold difference
in recent vs. ancient effective population size in humans. tion rate. The collecting phase is a coalescent on a time

scale of 2Ne generations, where Ne is given by EquationIf we assume that NADA 5 ND, then from the confidence
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3. Because of this it is straightforward to incorporate relatively equidistant and widely separated. Slatkin and
Barton (1989) found that samples taken from a two-changes in the ancestral numbers of demes, deme sizes,
dimensional stepping-stone model will behave roughly,and migration rates, by considering their influence on
at least in terms of FST, like samples from an island modelthe effective population size. We may write
if the distances between them are much greater than
the characteristic scale of variation. Other assumptionsNe(t) 5 N(t)D(t)31 1

1
2M(t)4 , (17)

of the model that might not hold include the assump-
tion that all demes are equal in size and that only a

where t is the time back into the past, measured in units single abrupt demographic event occurred. Clearly,
of 2N(0)D(0) generations. While Equation 17 displays these issues deserve to be explored further. The last of
the flexibility of the model, it also shows that we cannot, them would be straightforward to address. Using the
in general, distinguish whether changes in Ne have been approach of Wakeley and Hey (1997), multiple demo-
caused by changes in N, D, or M. In the case of humans, graphic events could be included—as, for instance, Hey
we can be sure that the total population number, and Harris (1999) have recently done for population
N(t)D(t), is larger now than it was in the past. The results bottleneck—and this could be used to approximate a
presented here show that, in spite of this known increase continuous change in effective size. However, a continu-
in number, the effective population size of humans was ous change that occurs rapidly will be approximated
greater in the past than it is now. Using a quite different well by a single abrupt event—see, for example, Reich
method, Takahata et al. (1995) also conclude that past et al. (1999)—so this might not be a serious problem
effective sizes were larger than present ones, and Taka- with the present analysis.
hata (1995) suggests that this may be due to frequent A further concern is the effect of ascertainment bias
extinction and recolonization of local populations. Un- in the data, which could produce spuriously high values
der the present model, the decrease in effective size is of R. These RFLP data were originally selected for study
attributable to a recent increase in migration rates from because they were polymorphic among Europeans. If
lower historic to current high levels. there were a detailed record of how this was done, we

The results presented here are preliminary, as some could use Nielsen’s (2000) method to correct for the
of the assumptions of the model are violated for humans bias, after adjusting the method to take population sub-
(see below). The purpose of this work has been to sug- division into account. There appears to be no such de-
gest that changes in migration rates over time may have tailed record, but simulations have been carried out
shaped patterns of genetic polymorphism in humans. to measure the possible effect of ascertainment bias
Because these RFLP data span the human genome (Mountain and Cavalli-Sforza 1994). These indicate
(Bowcock et al. 1987; Matullo et al. 1994; Poloni et that the bias will be strongest for European samples and
al. 1995), we are probably correct in attributing the ones genetically close to them, and that ascertainment
patterns they show to population structure rather than bias alone does not account for the genetic signal in
to natural selection. This is because population-level the data. In an attempt to gauge the importance of
processes affect all loci in a similar way while selection ascertainment bias to this work, I excluded the Euro-
acts on particular sites or regions. The contrasting pat- pean sample and redid the analysis. This did not change
tern seen in mtDNA may very well be the result of the results appreciably. As mentioned above, I also
selection on the tightly linked mitochondrial genome, looked at just three African samples and found similar
as suggested by Hey (1997). Alternatively, because of results. Because other nuclear data—both DNA se-
the fourfold difference in effective size between nuclear quences (Harding et al. 1997; Clark et al. 1998; Ziet-
and mtDNA, the mitochondrial data might reflect more kiewicz et al. 1998; Harris and Hey 1999) and SNPs
recent events and the nuclear data more ancient ones (Nielsen 2000)—appear to show a similar pattern, it
(Fay and Wu 1999; Hey and Harris 1999). The present seems likely that these RFLP data reflect past human
work suggests that historical patterns of migration could demography rather than, or at least in addition to, bi-
also be important in accounting for differences between ased sampling.
nuclear and mitochondrial data, for instance if the male The conclusions reached here stand in contrast to
and female migration rates vary in different ways over most models of human history that assume a panmictic
time. ancestral population; for a recent review of these see

One assumption of the model that is clearly violated Mountain (1998). Here it was found that subdivision
for humans is that migration is equal and symmetric was stronger among ancestral human populations than
among every possible pair of demes, regardless of geo- it is now. This may be easy to accept given what we know
graphic location. Poloni et al. (1995), for example, about recent human demography, but it brings into
found significant isolation by distance in a larger sample focus another very important point. We can probably
of demes that included those considered here. In the reject models of the isolation and subsequent diver-
hope of approximating an island model, the four sam- gence of human populations without gene flow. These

would be characterized by very small values of M, proba-ples used in this study were chosen because they are
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Maruyama, T., 1970 Effective number of alleles in a subdividedbly small values of R, and a value of T corresponding
population. Theor. Popul. Biol. 1: 273–306.

to the time of isolation. Figure 2 shows that such values Matullo, G., R. M. Griffo, J. L. Mountain, A. Piazza and L. L.
Cavalli-Sforza, 1994 RFLP analysis on a sample from north-are strongly rejected. Some caution is needed here be-
ern Italy. Gene Geog. 8: 25–34.cause strict isolation models are not simple limiting

Mountain, J. L., 1998 Molecular evolution and modern human
cases of corresponding migration models (Nath and origins. Evol. Anthropol. 7: 21–37.

Mountain, J. L., and L. L. Cavalli-Sforza, 1994 Inference of hu-Griffiths 1993). However, the data indicate that hu-
man evolution through cladistic analysis of nuclear DNA restric-mans are a web of demes interconnected by gene flow
tion polymorphisms. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 91: 6515–6519.

rather than a tree of isolated populations. Nath, H. B., and R. C. Griffiths, 1993 The coalescent in two
colonies with symmetric migration. J. Math. Biol. 31: 841–852.A C program that performs the above analyses is avail-
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diversity, and coalescence time in subdivided populations. J. Mol.
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The result given in Equation 3 is implicit in WakeleyLatter, B. D. H., 1973 The island model of population differentia-
tion: a general solution. Genetics 73: 147–157. (1998), where the expectation and variance of the total
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length of the genealogy during the collecting phase coupling. This is one of several stochastic processes
known to generate the Ewens sampling formula. It fol-were derived. Under the assumption that the number

of demes is large (D @ n), the time to a common ances- lows, then, that not only does the (marginal) distribu-
tion in Equation 1 hold, but also that the distributiontor of n9 sequences is a two-step process. For two mem-

bers of the sample to coalesce, they must first be in the of the numbers of descendents of these lineages is given
by the full Ewens sampling formula. Consider the single-same deme. When time is measured in units of 2ND

generations, the waiting time to this event is exponen- deme sample, nj, and to simplify notation, for the mo-
tially distributed with parameter 2M(n92 ); e.g., see Equa- ment let r 5 nj and k 5 n9j . The distribution of the
tion 24 in Wakeley (1998). When D @ n, the two items numbers of descendents—r1, r2, . . . , rk—of these k
then either coalesce or one of them migrates to an lineages is
unoccupied deme. The probability that they coalesce is
1/(2M 1 1), and the probability that one of them mi- P(r1, r2,, . . . , rk|k) 5

r !
S (k)

r k!r1r2 . . . rk

(21)
grates is 2M/(2M 1 1); see Equation 25 in Wakeley
(1998). If one of them migrates, there is another ex- using Ewens (1972) Equation A5. P(r1, r2, . . . , rk|k)
ponential waiting time before they again have the forms a probability distribution on (r1, r2, . . . , rk) such
chance to coalesce, and the probability of this is still that Rk

i51 ri 5 r. In other words,
1/(2M 1 1).

Let k be the number of times that two of the sequences S (k)
r 5 o

{ri:Riri5r}

r !
k!r1r2 . . . rk

. (22)
have the chance to coalesce before they actually do.
Then k is geometrically distributed:

Now suppose that a of the k lineages can be distin-
guished from the other k 2 a. Then Equation 21 be-P(k) 5

1
2M 1 1 1 2M

2M 1 12
k21

. (18)
comes

P(l1, . . . , la, m1, . . . , mk2a|a, k) 5The distribution of the time to coalescence, given k, is
the sum of k exponential(2M(n9

2 )) times, which is gamma r !
S (k)

r k!l1 . . . lam1 . . . mk2a

, (23)distributed:

which for given a sums to one over (l1, . . . , la, m1, . . . ,f(t|k) 5
[2M(n9

2 )]k

G(k)
t k21e22M(n92 )t. (19)

mk2a) such that Ra
i51li 1 Rk2a

j51mj 5 r. We are interested in
the probability that Ra

i51li 5 b, and this is gotten by
The unconditional distribution of the total waiting time summing (23) appropriately:
to coalescence is calculated as R∞

k51f(t|k)P(k) and is found
to be exponentially distributed with parameter P(b|a, k) 5 o

{li:R
a
i51li5b}

o
{mj:R

k2a
j51mj5r 2b}

r !
S (k)

r k!l1 . . . lam1 . . . mk2a

5
r !a!(k 2 a)!

S (k)
r k!b!(r 2 b)!3o{li}

b!
a!l1 . . . la

42M1n9
2 2 3

1
2M 1 1

5
1n9
2 2

1 1 1/2M
. (20)

When two of the lineages do finally coalesce, which they
do with probability one, n9 is decremented by one and 3 3o

{mj}

(r 2 b)!
(k 2 a)!m1 . . . mk2a

4 5
1rb2 S (a)

b S (k2a)
r 2b

1ka2 S (k)
r

.
the process starts anew. Thus, we have Kingman’s coales-
cent on a time scale of 2ND[1 1 1/(2M)] generations.

(24)

As required, P(b|a, k) forms a probability distribution
APPENDIX B on b such that a # b # a 1 (r 2 k); see section 24.1.3IIA

in Abramowitz and Stegun (1964). Putting r 5 nj, k 5The scattering process that leads to Equation 1 is
identical to what Arratia et al. (1992) call the Feller n9j , a 5 i9j , and b 5 ij gives Equation 12 in the text.


